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Figure 1: Learning to extrapolate from the partial computation of a procedural shader called Venice. The reference solution (a) results from a full computation at 1000 samples per pixel (SPP). A simplified version of the shader provides an approximate solution (b) using only 1 SPP and less computation per sample (72% of the original compute; 1400x speedup overall). Our RGBx baseline method (c) learns to approximate the reference well for much of the image, based on only the RGB output of the simplified shader as well as a few hand-picked auxiliary features – but exhibits artifacts in the distance (obvious in the zooms boxed in green). This paper shows that difficult learning tasks like this can benefit from relying on not just the RGBx features but also the program trace (a record of the intermediate values computed at every pixel, in this case that of the simplified shader) – producing a more faithful approximation of the reference. Percent (%) denotes mean perceptual error [ZIE18] relative to that of the RGBx baseline, averaged over the test set.

Abstract

Deep learning for image processing typically treats input imagery as pixels in some color space. This paper proposes instead to learn from program traces of procedural fragment shaders – programs that generate images. At each pixel, we collect the intermediate values computed at program execution, and these data form the input to the learned model. We investigate this learning task for a variety of applications: our model can learn to predict a low-noise output image from shader programs that exhibit sampling noise; this model can also learn from a simplified shader program that approximates the reference solution with less computation, as well as learn the output of postprocessing filters like defocus blur and edge-aware sharpening. Finally we show that the idea of learning from program traces can even be applied to non-image simulations of flocks of boids. Our experiments on a variety of shaders show quantitatively and qualitatively that models learned from program traces outperform baseline models learned from RGB color augmented with hand-picked shader-specific features like normals, depth, and diffuse and specular color. We also conduct a series of analyses that show certain features within the trace are more important, and even learning from a small subset of the trace outperforms the baselines.

CCS Concepts

• Computing methodologies → Neural networks; Computer graphics; • Software and its engineering → Compilers;

1. Introduction

Deep learning applications in graphics and vision typically work on images encoded as pixels in RGB color space. For images with 3D scenes, researchers have also explored augmenting the RGB data with hand-picked features like depth or surface normals [CKS17, VRM18]. These auxiliary features are picked based on domain expertise, and vary for different applications or programs.

This paper proposes augmenting the data from which a neural network learns with the program trace. In software engineering, a trace refers to the record of all states that a program visits during its execution [FH93, Lar93], including all instructions and data. We explore this idea in the context of procedural shader programs, like the one shown in Figure 1. The sequence of instructions tends to
be similar from pixel to pixel, so we rely on just the intermediate values for learning, referring to these as the “program trace.”

Shader programs can be used to flexibly construct complex and even fantastical appearances by combining sequences of mathematical operations to create texture patterns, produce lighting, perturb surface normals to produce effects such as bump mapping, apply noise functions, or determine ray intersections with procedurally generated geometry [AMHH08]. A range of example shaders may be seen throughout this paper; many more examples are available from websites such as www.shadertoy.com. Note that while the example shaders appearing here are simpler than those typical of production or games, they embody the key features that appear in production-level shaders.

Since the fragment shader program operates independently per pixel, we can consider the full program trace as a vector of values computed at each pixel—a generalization from simple RGB. Since there are many pixels (program traces) per image, and potentially many computed images, this provides a rich source of data from which to learn. Graphics and vision researchers have explored learning algorithms for input-output image pairs with a few auxiliary feature buffers, such as those of Vogels et al. [VRM*18] on removing sampling noise, and Xie et al. [XFCT18] on fluid super-resolution. Such features are manually identified by an expert on a per-shader basis. Moreover, the extent to which these auxiliary features help learning depends on the choice of features, the particular shader, and the learning goal. We believe other shader-specific information useful to the learner remains hidden within the program execution, and that a learning process could automatically identify and leverage that information. Thus, we propose a learning-based approach that utilizes all of the information produced during the execution of a shader program. The learner could automatically identify which features are useful, obviating the need for manual feature selection in the midst of an experimental process.

Intuitively, learning tasks that extrapolate from a partial computation to predict the result of a full computation may benefit from learning from program traces. To illustrate its applicability, we introduce four applications. Three of them work from pixel data: learning to predict low-noise output, learning to reconstruct full computation from a program with partial computation, and learning the output of a postprocessing filter. The fourth application shows that the idea of learning from program traces can be applied to non-imagery data: it learns to simulate the position and velocity of a flock of “boids” [Rey87], which emulate flocking behavior similar to that of birds or fish. The performance of these applications is summarized in Figure 2. In most of our experiments, we train a separate model for each shader on each application. Scene-specific learning is commonly used in recent work on novel view synthesis [STH*19,TZN19,TZT*20,MST*20]. Section 6.3 describes how a single network can be trained over multiple shaders.

The primary contribution of this paper is the idea that a shader program trace can be used as a feature vector for machine learning. Nevertheless, it is neither obvious how to use such a feature, nor that it would help in any particular application. Thus, a secondary contribution is to introduce a framework for learning from program traces, and demonstrate that it outperforms baseline methods in several applications. The third contribution is to investigate

![Figure 2: Four-application summary: denoising, reconstruction from simplified shaders, learned post-processing effects and simulation. The vertical axis shows (in every example) improved perceptual error compared to each application’s strongest baseline: RGBx for denoising, simplified, and post; and I/O for simulation (Section 5). Hatching directions denote use of simplified shaders and/or temporally coherent models.](Image 302x624 to 554x750)

the relative importance of individual trace features, and how the input trace size across various trace subsampling strategies can affect the performance of the model.

2. Related Work

Program traces in machine learning. Program traces have proven helpful in malware detection [CSS18], program induction [RF16] and program synthesis [CLS19, JMKO20]. Researchers have also explored using partial execution or partial rendering to synthesize graphics programs [GKBBH18] or infer parameters for procedural models [RTHG16]. Instead of developing specialized learning models for a particular application, we explore a generic architecture that can learn over a range of applications. Nevertheless, this work focuses on learning from program traces for shaders, which enjoy certain unique properties such as an emphasis on pixel outputs and an enormous degree of parallelism.

Features for deep learning on imagery data. Researchers have explored a variety of features beyond simple RGB as inputs to learned functions. Nahal et al. [NAM*17] have made a comprehensive exploration of such features as part of a deferred shading pipeline. Xie et al. [XFCT18] consider auxiliary features including flow velocity and vorticity when learning density super-resolution for fluid simulation. Positional encoding [MST*20] augments the input by applying high frequency functions to coordinate features, but does not benefit our tasks (Appendix H). To our knowledge, our paper is the first to propose augmenting such features with the full program trace. The benefits are that the trace of a program that computes such manually picked features inherently includes them, as well as other potentially useful information; moreover the extent to which various features are useful for a particular application and shader are discovered automatically by the learning process.

Feature space reduction. In deep networks, an overly large feature space can exhaust memory, increase training time, or even make learning tasks harder. Researchers have explored methods to reduce the feature space by pruning whole convolutional filters [LKD*16,LWL17,MTK*16]. In our method, we focus mostly
on reducing the input feature space because the dimension of the program trace can be large. We use a method similar to that of Molchanov et al. [MMT*19] to evaluate the importance of each trace input and show a trade-off between the runtime and visual fidelity as we change our feature reduction strategies. Our experimental results suggest that without prior execution or learning, we could find no subsampling strategy that consistently outperforms a simple uniform subsampling. However, if the shader is allowed the overhead of learning a model over the full program trace, we can select important trace features from the learned model.

Remove sampling noise. One of our applications addresses Monte Carlo noise reduction in low-budget rendering. One strategy for low-noise rendering involved carefully distributing the samples, see Zwicker et al. [ZIL*15] for a survey. Another method uses symbolic compilation techniques to analytically approximate the integral that produces the smoothed shader [DBLW15, YB18], but is hard to scale to complicated shaders such as the one shown in Figure 1. On the other hand, learning-based algorithms train regressors such as neural networks to predict the rendering. The input to networks are usually augmented with auxiliary features [CKS*17, VRM*18, GLA*19]. Unlike previous work, our approach gathers customized information per shader, and is orthogonal to learning-based denoising design in the sense that it can be combined with an existing network.

Shader simplification. As the complexity of the shader program grows, it is common to apply lossy optimization to obtain programs that only approximate the original program but with better runtime performance [HTFP15, SaMWL11, WYY*14]. We show experiments that explore how the program from the simplified shader can provide information that helps to recover the missing details in the target shader. Thies et al. [TZN19] identify a similar task where they learn novel view synthesis from a coarse proxy geometry. (The Venice example shown in Figure 1 is particularly reminiscent of that work.) Nevertheless, to our knowledge this is the first paper to propose the application of learning from a simplified shader program to restore details in the original program; and we show that using the program trace can help in this application.

Neural networks for image processing. Researchers have investigated a variety of learning-based methods for image processing tasks, such as image enhancement and filtering [GCB*17, LGA*18, LHAY17, WZZH18]. Our postprocessing application demonstrates that the proposed method is also helpful when learning these imagery operations as postprocessing filters.

Learning simulation programs. High quality simulation usually executes the program over many tiny time steps, which is expensive. Researchers have developed reinforcement learning based methods [HPG*19, KZP*20] to replace the program entirely, or execute the program at a lower spatial resolution and learn a super-resolution model [WXCT19]. Our approach instead learns from the program’s execution trace on a larger time step, and corrects the output as if the program is executed for multiple smaller steps.

3. Compiler and Preprocessing

This section introduces a compiler that can collect traces from shader programs. It translates shader programs from a domain specific language to TensorFlow code that logs the trace (Section 3.1). To stay within the hardware memory budget, the compiler also restricts the trace length to an arbitrary size cap (Section 3.2). Collected program traces are further preprocessed before learning (Section 3.3). Section 4 describes the learning process in detail.

3.1. Compiler and Program Traces

Our compiler takes as input an arbitrary procedural shader program written in a domain specific language (DSL) and translates it to a TensorFlow (TF) program that outputs a rendered image as well as a collected program trace. We embed the DSL in Python, which allows us to use Pythonic features such as operator overloading. We also include common shader operations such as trigonometric functions, dot and cross products. For simplicity, we assume the shader program manipulates numerical scalars or vectors of known size. We handle branching by computing both branches of conditionals. Likewise, loops are unrolled to the maximum possible number of iterations: this limit is set by the programmer for each loop. These are not fundamental limitations of the approach, as we experimented emulating branching and variable-length loops by writing dummy values of zero to traces in the branch/iteration not executed, and this gives visually and quantitatively identical results to our current approaches (Appendix G). These policies permit us to express the trace of any shader as a fixed-length vector of the computed scalar values, regardless of the pixel location.

3.2. Feature Vector Reduction

Large program traces can produce unnecessarily large feature vectors from which learning becomes unwieldy, or worse, exhausts memory. Loop unrolling is a common contributor to large traces, because the program trace would be scaled by the number of iterations. The remainder of this section describes several strategies for reducing the size of the feature vector. All these strategies can be reused when targeting a different language, e.g., GLSL or CUDA.

Compiler optimizations. Since such features would be redundant in the learning network, the compiler omits constant values, duplicate nodes in the compute graph, and neighboring nodes that differ only by a constant addition or multiplication. The compiler also identifies common built-in functions and iterative improvement loops to eliminate trace features that are highly correlated.

Built-in functions (e.g., sin) should typically be treated as a black box. Our DSL provides widely used shader operations such as noise functions and a normal computation functor. The compiler logs only the return values of such built-in functions, not the intermediate values found when computing them. This is a natural choice since in principle one could trace down to a very low level such as including details about the microarchitecture, but we believe that learning will gain the most benefit if it occurs at a similar abstraction level as used by the programmer.

An iterative improvement loop repeatedly improves an approximate result to obtain a more accurate result [SDMHR11]. A commonly used iterative improvement pattern in shader prototyping is a ray marching loop that computes the distance from the camera to objects in the scene. Because each iteration computes a more accurate approximation than the previous iterations, the final iteration is the most informative. Therefore, the compiler will only log the
trace from the final iteration of such loops. We automatically handle common cases of iterative improvement loops found in shaders by classifying loops based on a pattern matching: the output of the loop is either iterative additive or can be written as a parametric form of the iterative additive variable. Detailed classification rules appear in Appendix A. We also investigate several other strategies inspired by previous work on loop perforation [SDMHR11] and image perforation [LNLB16]. In our case, however, we always run the full computation, but simply select a subset of those computations as input to the learning task, as follows.

Uniform feature subsampling. The most straightforward strategy is to subsample the vector by some factor \( n \), retaining only every \( n \)th trace feature as ordered in a depth first traversal of the compute graph. This approach tends to work well in our experiments, and we speculate that it does so because nearby nodes in the compute graph tend to be related by simple computations and thus are redundant.

Other sampling schemes. We explored a variety of other schemes to reduce the feature vector length, including “clustering” based on statistical correlation, “loop subsampling” that logs features from every \( k \)th loop execution; “first or last” which only collects features from either the first or last iteration of a loop; and “mean and variance” summarize the statistics of a variable over all loop iterations. Yet none outperformed the above straightforward scheme consistently enough to justify their use in our subsequent experiments.

These options are combined as follows. We first apply compiler optimizations, then subsample the features with a subsampling rate that makes the trace length be most similar to a fixed target length. For all experiments, we target a length of 200, except where specifically noted such as in the simulation example. After compiling and executing the shader, we have for every pixel: a vector of dimension \( \mathcal{N} \): the number of recorded intermediate values in the trace.

3.3. Whitening the Collected Trace

We preprocess the traces to rescale the data to a fixed range. Intermediate values in computed shader programs can vary over a large range: resulting in values such as \( 10^{30} \), \( \pm \infty \), or not a number (NaN), even when most values of this shader computation remain near zero. This can happen, for instance, near object silhouettes where textures have high frequency in image space. The extreme values could cause a standard whitening technique to fail entirely, due to say undefined mean or standard deviation where values such as \( \pm \infty \) or NaN are present. Even if only finite trace values are observed at training time, standard whitening may focus too much on extreme values such as \( 10^{30} \), resulting in meaningful data (e.g. between \([-1,1]\]) being mapped to a very small range, and at test time, extreme values such as \( \pm \infty \) or NaN can still produce non-finite floating point values that are problematic for inference.

We thus develop a whitening method for shader program traces. We first clamp the raw program traces by collecting the statistics for the intermediate values’ distribution at training time and decide the clamping threshold based on the lowest and highest \( p \)th percentile (\( p = 5 \) in practice). The clamped values are then rescaled to a fixed range \([-1,1]\). More details are described in Appendix B.

We evaluated the effectiveness of scaling and clamping on the denoising task (Section 5.1) with Mandelbrot. If trained without clamping, the model will diverge to NaN even before the first iteration finishes, while training without whitening results in 12x worse perceptual error compared to our full method. These results indicate that our data preprocessing is essential in our pipeline.

4. Network Architecture and Training Details

This section briefly summarizes the training details in our experiments. For all of our imagery applications we selected a basic architecture described in Section 4.1. Nevertheless, our method could be coupled with any deep learning architecture. This section thus serves as an example of how to select a network architecture and carry out training.

4.1. Network Architecture

Our experiments use a dilated convolutional neural network depicted in Figure 3, similar to that of Chen et al. [CXK17]. This network architecture is used directly in our denoising (Section 5.1) and post-processing (Section 5.3) applications, and also serves as a generator model in other applications and scenarios, each of which relies on a GAN model: conditional spatial GAN [IZZE17] for learning from a simplified shader (Section 5.2) and temporal GAN [WLZ18] for learning temporally coherent sequences (Appendix F). We prefer to keep a single network architecture for consistency and ease of experimentation across all applications except boids, in order to demonstrate our core idea of learning from shader program traces is beneficial across many applications, although more specialized architectures could be beneficial for certain applications like denoising (e.g. [GLA19]). Details about the GAN models are discussed in Appendix D. The boids simulation relies on a fully-connected architecture described in Appendix E.
**Figure 4:** Learning to reduce sampling noise in procedural shaders. The reference low-noise solution (a) relies on 1000 samples per pixel (SPP). Our method (b) approximates the reference well at only 1 SPP. Zooming into the region boxed in green (c, f) reveals approximation error, which compares favorably with the two baselines: (d) supersampling where the number of samples is chosen to have comparable runtime as ours, and (e) RGBx. Error and speedups are reported as in Figure 1. Our method better covers both the orientation and high-frequency detail than the baselines. Bricks and Mandelbrot are gamma corrected to emphasize visual differences.

### 4.2. Loss Functions

We use a combination of pixel-wise color loss $L_c$ and perceptual similarity loss $L_p$ to encourage network output to be similar to the ground truth during training: $L_b = L_c + \alpha L_p$. The parameter $\alpha$ is a weight that balances between the color and perceptual loss terms. We fix $\alpha = 0.04$ for all of our experiments. This value was chosen to roughly balance the magnitude of the gradients due to $L_c$ and $L_p$ during back-propagation. The color term $L_c$ is simply the standard $L_2$ loss on the RGB image. The other loss term $L_p$ uses the learned image perceptual dissimilarity metric of Zhang et al. [ZIE*18]. This section describes the basic loss $L_b$ used in training. Additional details about the GAN losses can be found in Appendix D, and the loss used in the boids simulation is described in Appendix E.

### 4.3. On the Fly Training

In training, we generate input program traces on the fly each time one is needed, rather than loading precomputed traces from disk. There are two benefits to this approach. First, precomputed traces are large, and it is typically faster to re-compute the trace, as opposed to loading from disk. Second, each time a trace is generated, we use a new randomly sampled sub-pixel location for evaluating the trace for any given pixel (a common strategy to reduce aliasing). Therefore, the input traces will generally have different values in each epoch even though we use the same ground truth solution. This approach helps the network avoid overfitting.
5. Evaluation

This section describes experiments evaluating our method for various applications and scenarios: denoising pixel shaders (Section 5.1), learning to reconstruct simplified shaders (Section 5.2), learning postprocessing effects (Section 5.3), and learning non-imagery simulation programs (Section 5.4). We also discuss learning temporal coherence in Appendix F. The architecture and training scheme in these applications includes fully connected networks, traditional CNNs and GANs, demonstrating our method’s wide applicability to various deep learning models. We report LPIPS, SSIM and PSNR for all applications in Table 1, with a performance summary shown in Figure 2: in all cases our method outperforms the strongest baseline.

For the image processing applications, we choose a variety of challenging combinations of shaders and geometries. The Bricks shader relies on simplex noise [Peo01]. The Trippy Heart, Mandel-bulb and Mandel-bulb shaders rely on iterative fractals. The shaders Mandel-bulb, Gear, Oceanic and Venice construct complex 3D procedural geometry rendered by ray marching over a signed distance field [Won16]. The shaders Bricks and Venice extract contents from texture maps. We adapted shaders Oceanic, Trippy Heart, Mandel-bulb and Venice from shaders with the same name at the web site www.shadertoy.com, by the authors Frankenburgh, Cras, EvilRyu, and reinder, respectively, while Gear is adapted from the shader “primitives” by author Ig; and the boids and fluid simulations were adapted from “Simple Boids” by Saduras and “Chimera’s Breath” by nimitz.

Our implementation is trained on a single GPU. For consistent timing in evaluation, we use a 4 core Intel Xeon E5-2620 v4 2.10 GHz CPU with a single Nvidia GForce RTX 2080 Ti GPU across all models. During training, we always train 400 epochs for models without a GAN and 800 epochs for models with a GAN. Timing results reported throughout appear as speedup relative to ground truth. The actual shader runtime ranges from 30ms to 21s with a median of 1.4s for full computation i.e. non-simplified shaders (Section 5.1 and 5.3), and from 20ms to 6s with a median of 1.4s for full computation i.e. non-simplified shaders (Section 5.1 and 5.3), and from 20ms to 6s with a median of 1.4s for full computation i.e. non-simplified shaders (Section 5.1 and 5.3), and from 20ms to 6s with a median of 1.4s for full computation i.e. non-simplified shaders (Section 5.1 and 5.3). For simple shaders and geometries, the runtime is invariant to whether program traces are collected or not, there-
therefore the great variation in training time derives primarily from
the cost of sampling from shader programs, not from learning.

In terms of the arithmetic average over all shaders, our method
has a relative perceptual error of 67% compared to the RGBx base-
line. A different baseline, Supersampling, is consistently worse
than RGBx, with relative perceptual error ranging from 3x to 21x
compared to RGBx (Appendix Table 3). We believe the dramatic
improvements in relative perceptual error of our method over the
baselines corresponds with the qualitatively better reconstruction
of high-frequency details that we observe in the renderings (Fig-
ure 4 c-f). Our supplemental video shows comparisons of several
of these shaders rendered with a moving camera.

5.2. Reconstructing Simplified Shaders
We also explore a more challenging task: learning to reconstruct
the appearance of a shader from its simplified variant. Shader sim-
plification is commonly used as a lossy optimization that improves
runtime while approximating the output of the original program.
However, simplified programs often lose texture or geometry detail
as compared with the original. For example, the simplified versions
of Mandelbrot and Mandel-bulb shown in Figure 5d look ob-
viously different from their original counterparts in Figure 5c. We
therefore propose an application that learns to recover the denoised
output of the original shader from the traces of the simplified shader
program sampled at 1 SPP. To our knowledge, this paper is the first
to propose this learning task.

We use two different techniques to simplify the shader programs:
genetic programming simplification [SaMWL11] (on Bricks) and
loop perforation [SDMHR11] (on all other shaders). Because the
model needs to synthesize unseen texture, we use a spatial discrim-
inator for this application, described in Appendix D. Training for
800 epochs takes between 10 and 60 hours. Similar to the denois-
ing application, the great variation in training time mostly comes
from generating input samples from the shader. Our method has on
average 62% perceptual error compared to the RGBx baseline.

5.3. Postprocessing Filters
Our method can be useful for learning not only denoising, but also
applying additional image-space postprocessing filters. We imple-
ment two postprocessing filters on the CPU: an edge aware sharp-
ening filter [PHK11] and defocus blur [Rok93]. The network learns
simultaneously to denoise and apply the postprocessing filter on
the GPU. Figure 6 shows learning a defocus blur filter on Mandel-
bulb, and learning a sharpening filter on simplified Trippy Heart.
Our approach reproduces the complex effect more faithfully, as

Figure 5: Learning from simplified shaders Mandelbrot, Mandel-bulb and Trippy Heart. Errors and speedups are reported as in Figure 1. In Mandelbrot our method better reconstructs missing regions due to oversimplification in the input. In Mandel-bulb our method better recovers the orientation of the texture. In Trippy Heart ours correctly recovers the color.
compared to RGBx, and the average relative perceptual error for ours is 74% of that of RGBx.

5.4. Learning to Approximate Simulation

Departing from learning from procedural pixel shader programs, we also explore learning to predict the future for shader programs that perform simulations. This section describes simulation of flocking behavior, while Appendix I presents learning to approximate fluid simulations.

Our shader simulates a flock of “boids” [Rey87] which emulate the flocking behavior of birds or fish. Each boid has a 4-vector state representing 2D position and velocity. For a flock of \(K\) boids, the simulation program takes input of a \(K \times 4\) tensor that represents each individual boid’s initial state, then updates the state based on repulsion and alignment forces. The updated state then becomes the input to the next simulation step, and so forth. The interaction between boids forms a complex flocking behavior that is difficult to predict. We run the ground truth simulation using a small \(\delta\) step size: \(2 \times 10^6\) steps with \(\delta = \frac{1}{200}\) s, targeting \(20\delta\) per frame at 30fps.

During training we further augment the data by randomly permuting boid indices. The learning task is to correct the simulation output from a larger time step \(m \cdot \delta\) in order to approximate the boids’ states as if the simulation ran \(m\) times for step size \(\delta\). (We train with \(m \in \{20, 64\}\)) We compare our method with two baselines: a naive baseline that directly takes the larger step simulation without any correction, and an input/output (I/O) baseline that uses the input and the output of the larger step simulation as the input to a neural network. The learning model is a combination of 1D convolution layers with 3 fully connected layers. For details please refer to Appendix E. For reported results, we simulate 40 individual boids and log every program trace from the boids program. We choose a larger program trace length than for the pixel shaders because the simulation considers all pairwise interactions between boids, and a larger program trace budget better captures these interactions.

In Figure 2 and 7, we show that ours always outperforms baselines numerically and visually, even when the step size is extrapolated outside the training range (\(m \in \{16, 128\}\)). The supplemental video shows that ours recovers individual boids’ interaction behaviors more faithfully with a step size of \(m = 20\), while the I/O baseline mainly learns the average position and velocity for the entire flock but fails to recover a reasonable distance between the boids.
6. Trace Analysis

This section presents a series of analyses that help to understand how program traces are beneficial for learning. We start by analyzing which trace features are contributing the most to a learned model. Based on trace importance, we then investigate which subset of the trace can be used for learning. We empirically find that if one cannot afford to first execute and learn from the full shader trace, then the Uniform subsampling used throughout Section 5 always gives reasonable performance, and we were not able to find any strategy that consistently outperforms Uniform. However, if one is able to train an additional initial network that first uses the full program trace, then we can do better than Uniform, using a strategy that we call Oracle that selects important features. Finally, we show that multiple shaders can be trained together with a shared denoising network and a lightweight shader-specific encoder.

6.1. Which Trace Features Matter in a Learned Model?

We characterize the importance of the trace features by quantifying the change in training loss when removing each of the trace inputs. Inspired by Molchanov et al. [MMT19, MTK16], we used the first order Taylor expansion to approximate importance of each input trace feature. Specifically, for a model trained with loss $L$ and trace length $T$, the importance score $\Theta$ of the input trace feature $z^l$ ($l = 1, \ldots, T$) with image dimension $M \times N$ across $K$ examples is:

$$\Theta(z^l) = \frac{1}{K} \sum_{k=1}^{K} \frac{1}{M \times N} \sum_{m=1}^{M} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \left| \frac{\partial L}{\partial z_{m,n}} \right| z^l_{m,n}$$

(1)

We evaluate Equation (1) on the denoising model for two shaders: Bricks and Mandelbrot. Only a small fraction of the trace results in a very high importance score. We manually inspect what the top 10% most important trace features represent and verified that the learned importance corresponds to human intuition. For example in Bricks, we found the most important traces include features that determines the distance to the nearest brick edges and the Boolean condition that decides whether the pixel is inside the mortar: this helps prevent edges from being broken. In Mandelbrot, we found the trace that controls the complex number computation for almost every iteration are among the most important features: a breakdown of such information at each level could help the model to better denoise between nearby structures.

6.2. Which Subset of the Trace to Use for Learning?

As discussed in Section 3.2, program traces can be arbitrarily long, and we could input only a subset of the trace for efficient learning and inference, such as Uniform subsampling used in Section 5. Therefore, a natural question to ask is: given a fixed input trace length budget, what subsets of the program trace are good for learning? The best way to answer this question is to enumerate all possible subsets of the program trace and train a separate model for each. However, for a shader program that has $T$ traces before subsampling and a fixed input budget $N$, this strategy will introduce combinatoric $\binom{T}{N}$ learning tasks, which is intractable.

To investigate how different subsets of the trace could affect learning in a practical fashion, we propose subsampling strategies we call Oracle and Opponent. Both the Oracle and Opponent strategies are based on the feature importance score (Section 6.1) from a Full Trace model trained with all of the program trace. Oracle always chooses the traces that have the highest importance scores, while Opponent always chooses the ones with the lowest scores. In an analogy to the lottery ticket hypothesis [FC18], we hypothesize that the Oracle exploits a winning “lottery ticket” found within the Full Trace model, and selects out the relevant trace subset: a “lottery ticket trace.” The Opponent likewise selects losing tickets.

To better understand the trade-offs associated with the subsampled trace length, we experimented with varying trace lengths using Opponent, Uniform, and Oracle subsampling and compare them with the RGBx baseline, as shown in Figure 8. For each shader, the trace is subsampled by a relative sample budget compared to the full program trace length $T$ (e.g., $N = T/2$, $T/3$). Under a fixed budget $N$, in most cases the inference error decreases in the or-

![Figure 8: Error vs. Time trade-off for Opponent, Uniform, and Oracle subsampling strategies with varying trace length.](image)
dering of Opponent, Uniform, Oracle. This corresponds to our intuition because Oracle selects traces that are beneficial to training based on prior knowledge from the Full Trace model, and similarly Opponent selects traces that are unimportant based on the same prior knowledge. Statistically, our hypothesis is that Uniform outperforms Oracle, and Opponent outperforms Uniform each have p-values $7.2 \times 10^{-4}$ and $5.9 \times 10^{-3}$, respectively. These are smaller than a threshold of 0.025 determined by correcting the traditional p threshold of 0.05 for the two comparisons, so we conclude that the ordering Oracle outperforms Uniform outperforms Opponent is significant. For details please see Appendix J.

It is also worth noting that even when $N$ is small (e.g. the leftmost two data points in the plots corresponds to $N$ below 50), the extra information from the program trace can still substantially reduce the relative perceptual error without significant extra cost in inference time. Because the x-axis in the plot is on a log scale, the actual performance gain would have a more drastic slope starting from RGBx to a small $N$. Additionally, the current comparison is advantageous to RGBx as its learning capacity matches that of the Full Trace model as discussed in Section 5, which is more capacity than any of the subsampled models in Figure 8.

In practice, subsampling strategies can be chosen based on resources allowed for training and inference. If there is no limit at all, training a model with the Full Trace can always give the best performance. If $N$ is only limited by inference time, but extra cost and memory can be permitted during training, one could use the Oracle strategy. However, when training also becomes a practical concern, our results suggest that without actually learning from the full trace in advance, there may not be a single subsampling strategy that could consistently outperform all others, as discussed in Section 3.2. Thus, Uniform subsampling provides an effective proxy that follows the performance of Oracle, and always outperforms the worst-case scenario Opponent.

6.3. Can Multiple Shaders be Learnt Together?

In this section, we explore whether part of the model can be shared across shaders with the same task. Because program traces are unique per shader, we propose to train a separate shallow encoder for each of the shaders, followed by a task-specific model shared across shaders. The setup is similar to the source-aware encoder by Vogels et al. [VRM’18].

Four shaders (Mandelbrot, Mandel-bulb, Gear, and Trippy Heart) are trained together for the denoising task. The encoder consists of four 1x1 convolutional layers, where the first layer outputs $K$ channels and the rest output 48 channels. In our method, $K = 48$ while in the RGBx baseline $K$ varies similarly as in Section 5. The encoder is identical to the four 1x1 convolutions that analyze the input program trace in Figure 3. The 48-dimensional encoding then inputs to a shared denoising network, whose architecture is identical to Figure 3 excluding the four initial 1x1 convolutions. All four shaders use Uniform subsampling to bring their $N$ to be closest to 200. Training alternates between the 4 shaders after each epoch, and each shader is trained for 400 epochs.

We report the error statistics for the shared model in Table 1. Ours has on average 60% perceptual error compared to the RGBx baseline. Although one might expect this experiment to benefit the RGBx baseline as the RGBx features are more similar, in fact, ours outperforms RGBx in all cases.

7. Conclusion, Limitations & Future Work

This paper proposes the idea of learning from shader program traces. It evaluates this idea in a range of learning contexts: denoising, simplified shaders, postprocessing filters and simulation. We describe a compiler that can produce program traces suitable for learning, as well as practical considerations like how to handle large traces and how to process the trace data to make it amenable to learning. Our method is agnostic to the learning architecture, loss function and training process; however, we also discuss a particular set of these that worked well in our experiments. We evaluate our method on a range of shaders, over which it compares favorably with baselines. We also analyze which features are important in the trace, and explain how one can select subsets of the trace for learning.

Links to our code, data and supplemental video may be found at our project page: https://pixi.cs.princeton.edu/pubs/Yang_2022_LFS/.

Our method has several limitations, which offer potential avenues for future work. First, as with many neural network based approaches, the inference time is not negligible. For example, for the denoising task, simple, fast shaders can draw sufficiently many samples via supersampling so as to outperform inference. Likewise for the simplified shader tasks, one could use the time budget for network inference to instead compute multiple samples of the original more expensive shader. Future research might address this by developing specialized networks that are more efficient for inference, along similar lines as the method of Gharbi et al. [GCB’17]. Another limitation of our TensorFlow implementation is that the operation of collecting program traces and concatenating them into one single tensor is not particularly efficient, and is a major cause of the inference time increasing with the trace length (Figure 8). Additionally, TensorFlow is efficient for deep learning models, but less efficient for shader computations. For example, for shaders with complex BRDFs, branching generated by varying number of ray bounces per pixel may become a major bottleneck in TF. We believe further engineering efforts could alleviate these bottlenecks, for example by using compiled GLSL as a frontend renderer prior to the inference process.

The experiments described this paper were performed using computer graphics shaders. Future work could explore how well the ideas introduced herein generalize to other kinds of programs that can rely on (and tolerate) approximate solutions, for example those relying on stochastic algorithms or Markov-like decision processes.
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Appendix A: Classifying Iterative Improvement Loops

Here we present our detailed classification rules for iterative improvement loops. For a loop variable $X$ at iteration $n$, we will denote its value as $X_n$.

**Definition 1** A loop variable $X$ is iterative additive if it matches the following pattern or its equivalent forms:

$$X_n = X_{n-1} + Z$$

(2)

Here $Z$ can be any arbitrary variable.

**Definition 2** A variable $Y$ is dependent on an iterative additive variable $X$ if it matches the following pattern or its equivalent forms:

$$Y_n = \text{select}(\text{cond}, Y_{n-1}, f(X_n, X_{n-1}, C))$$

(3)

Here, $\text{cond}$ is an arbitrary Boolean variable, $f$ is an arbitrary function, and $C$ is a variable computed outside the loop, i.e., $C$ can be viewed as constant inside the loop.

**Definition 3** A loop variable $X$ is an output variable if for any iteration $n$, its value $X_n$ is used outside the loop.

**Definition 4** A loop is classified as an iterative improvement loop if all of its output variables are either iterative additive or are dependent on an iterative additive variable.

Appendix B: Details for Whitening the Collected Trace

For each intermediate value in the program trace, we clamp extreme values and rescale others by the following process.

We clamp extreme values by collecting the statistics for the intermediate values’ distribution at training time. For each intermediate value, we first decide whether its distribution merits clamping. If we detect that the distribution has only a small number of finite, discrete values (10 or fewer), we do not apply clamping to the corresponding intermediate value. For the rest of the intermediate values, we first discard infinite values and then find from their distributions the lowest and the highest $\gamma$th percentiles, denoted $P_0$ and $P_1$, and use these to compute clamping thresholds. Next we clamp all values to the range $[P_0 - \gamma(P_1 - P_0), P_1 + \gamma(P_1 - P_0)]$. We also set NaN values to the low end of this range. Empirically, we found in our experiments that $\gamma = 2$ work well, and we use these values for all results. Finally, for each intermediate feature, we rescale the clamped values to the fixed range [-1,1], and record the corresponding scale and bias used. In both training and testing, the collected program traces are used directly by applying the same precomputed scale and bias, but the values will be clamped to range [-2, 2] to allow data extrapolation.

Appendix C: Generating the Dataset

Our experiments generates the dataset from 800 images for training, 80 images for validation and 30 images for testing (each 960×640). Although this training set size is small relative to typical deep learning tasks, we address this concern in Section 4.3. The training images are generated with random camera poses, while testing images are divided into two groups: 20 similar distance images with camera pose sampled from the same distribution as the training set, as well as 10 different distance images that are closer or further than the training set. For some shaders, (Trippy Heart, Mandelbrot, Mandel-bulb, Venice and Oceanic), a periodic time parameter also changes the shader appearance, which is sampled from the same distribution for both training and testing datasets.

We find it beneficial to further divide the training and validation set into tiles. One advantage is that certain features in the shader may be visually salient to humans, so we can emphasize such features to ensure they are learned well. In principle this could be accomplished with automatic saliency models (e.g. [KWGB17, BBJ19, CBSC16]). However, off-the-shelf saliency models are trained for natural imagery whereas our shaders are non-photorrealistic, and therefore we combine both a saliency model [CBSC16] and a traditional Laplacian pyramid representation to robustly and automatically select salient tiles. Another benefit of tiled training is that it reduces memory, and it also accelerates convergence, because we can use larger mini-batches with more varied content within the same GPU memory to obtain a gradient estimator with lower mean squared error.

We sample training and validation tiles as follows. We first generate saliency maps for each of our 800 training images and 80 validation images using Comia et al. [CBSC16]. Saliency models usually incorporate a center bias that tends to give lower saliency scores to pixels closer to image boundaries. This behavior is not ideal for our framework because our training images are generated from randomly sampled camera poses so that salient content could appear anywhere in the image. Therefore, we run the saliency model on images with an extended field of view (each 1280×960) where the center patches of size 960×640 are our original training images. This allows every pixel in the original training dataset to be away from image boundaries to avoid center bias in the resulting saliency maps.

We then subdivide each of the training and validation images into six 320×320 tiles. For each tile, we estimate its intensity on low, middle and high frequencies by taking the average over its first, third, and fifth level of the Laplacian pyramid [BA83]. Together with the average saliency score, these four metrics can be combined to robustly sample salient and interesting tiles for learning.

Next, we use identical sampling rules to sample one-quarter of the sampling budget from each of the four metrics. For each metric, we rank the tiles according to their associated score and sample only sample from the tiles whose score is within the top 25% nonzero scores. The score of the qualified tiles will further be normalized to [0, 1], and each tile will be sampled with a probability proportional to the normalized score.

Apart from the rules described above, we find it helpful to also include a small portion of constant color tiles in the training dataset, e.g. the black background in bricks Figure 4. These uninformative and constant color tiles can be easily selected from a low color variance threshold. Although some salient tiles already contain both informative and uninformative regions, they are usually close to object silhouettes and could still pose challenges when extrapolating to uninformative regions far away from the object.
We sample a total of 1200 tiles for training and 120 tiles for validation. If the shader does not contain constant color tiles, all of the sampling budget will be used to equally sample from the 4 saliency metrics described above. Otherwise, only 95% of the sampling budget will be sampled from saliency, and another 5% will be sampled from low color variance tiles. Testing still relies on 30 full images.

Appendix D: Details for GAN Models

Our spatial GAN model is a conditional GAN, where the conditional labels are the RGB channels of the SPP rendering from the shader program, denoted as $c_x$. Because $c_x$ is already part of the program trace, we directly use the model from Figure 3 as our generator and the generator’s output is naturally conditioned on $c_x$. We then train the model to match the ground truth denoted as $c_y$. Additionally, we used a patchGAN architecture similar to that of Isola et al. [IZZE17] with receptive field 34 x 34 as our discriminator $D$.

Our temporal GAN model uses a similar architecture as the spatial GAN with modifications following [WLZ+18]. The generator is conditioned on imagery from three consecutive frames: the current predicted frame and the two previous ones. This involves five 3-channel images as conditional labels: shader RGB output from all three frames plus the generator’s output from the two previous frames. Because neither the shader output nor the generator output from the previous two frames is part of the program trace for the current frame, we modified the generator architecture in Figure 3 to concatenate the additional four conditional label images after the feature reduction layer. The rest of the architecture remains the unchanged. We use the same discriminator architecture as for our spatial GAN, but it takes an input of sequences of frames and their corresponding conditional labels.

We now introduce the variation on the basic loss function that incorporates the GAN loss. We use a modified cross entropy loss [Goo17] for both spatial and temporal GAN models. Our spatial GAN model is conditioned on the RGB channels of the shader program $c_x$ to approximate the distribution of the ground truth $c_y$, while our temporal GAN loss is applied to sequences $\hat{c}_x$ and $\hat{c}_y$. The training objective (that we minimize) for generator $L_G$ and loss for spatial discriminator $L_D$ can be expressed as:

$$L_G = L_h - \beta \mathbb{E}_{c_x} \log(D_S(G(c_x), c_y))$$

$$L_D = \mathbb{E}_{c_x, c_y} \log(D_S(c_x, c_y)) - \mathbb{E}_{c_x} \log(1 - D_S(G(c_x), c_y)) \quad (4)$$

Similarly, the training objective on temporal sequences for generator $L_G$ and temporal discriminator $L_D_T$ can be expressed as:

$$L_G = L_h - \beta \mathbb{E}_{\hat{c}_x} \log(D_T(G(\hat{c}_x), \hat{c}_y))$$

$$L_D_T = \mathbb{E}_{\hat{c}_x, \hat{c}_y} \log(D_T(\hat{c}_x, \hat{c}_y)) - \mathbb{E}_{\hat{c}_x} \log(1 - D_T(G(\hat{c}_x), \hat{c}_y)) \quad (5)$$

The parameter $\beta$ is a weight that balances between the GAN loss and the regular color and perceptual loss. In all our experiments with GAN loss, we fix $\beta = 0.05$ to roughly balance the magnitude of gradients from all loss terms. Note in equation (5) we did not include spatial discriminators for simplicity. But it is possible to combine both equation (4) and equation (5). For example, in Appendix F, we trained on both discriminators to produce a temporally coherent model for simplified shaders.

We also skip the back-propagation on the GAN loss for any minibatch with constant color to avoid training instability.

Appendix E: Details for the Boids Simulation

The boids simulation Section 5.4 works with non-imagery data, and we therefore use a combination of 1D convolution and fully connected layers for that learning task. The input to the network has size $B \times N$ where $B$ represents the number of boids (40 in our experiments) and $N$ represents either the length of the program trace in our method or 8 for the I/O baseline. We first reduce the dimensionality of the trace to $K$ using a 1D convolution with kernel size one, followed by 3 additional 1D convolutions with kernel size one and 48 output channels. This is an analogy to the 2D feature reduction layer and 1x1 convolutions described in Figure 3, where $K = 48$ for our method and $K = 1173$ for the I/O baseline to match the number of trainable weights in both models. We then flatten the $B \times 48$ tensor as an input to a 3 layer fully connected network, where each layer has 256 hidden neurons, and an output fully connected layer with the number of neurons being $B \cdot 4$, representing the output state for each boid.

We learn a four-channel state (2D position and velocity) for each boid, rather than RGB. Therefore we use only $L_4$ loss on these coordinates after separately normalizing position and velocity over the training set.

Appendix F: Training Temporally Coherent Sequences

Temporal coherence in a graphics or vision context refers to there being a strong correlation between each frame and the next. Training only on individual images can introduce temporal incoherence for rendered video. One straightforward fix would be to apply a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shader</th>
<th>RGBx</th>
<th>Ours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mandelbrot</td>
<td>0.0104 / 0.980 / 37.16</td>
<td>0.0037 / 0.989 / 39.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandelbrot simp</td>
<td>0.1049 / 0.898 / 27.51</td>
<td>0.0693 / 0.929 / 28.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandel-bulb</td>
<td>0.0213 / 0.959 / 32.06</td>
<td>0.0140 / 0.971 / 33.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TrippyHeart</td>
<td>0.1194 / 0.780 / 23.49</td>
<td>0.1035 / 0.788 / 24.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TrippyHeart simp</td>
<td>0.0065 / 0.864 / 26.61</td>
<td>0.0056 / 0.884 / 27.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TrippyHeart</td>
<td>0.2295 / 0.563 / 19.10</td>
<td>0.1788 / 0.637 / 21.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: Error statistics for denoising (Section 5.1). We report LPIPS perceptual error [ZIE’18], SSIM and PSNR. The numbers reported are averaged across the entire test dataset. The error metric in the first two columns (RGBx and ours) are already reported in the main paper Table 1, we include them here for a clear comparison with Supersampling. For LPIPS, we report the absolute error for the RGBx baseline, and for other methods their errors relative to that of the RGBx baseline (% or ×).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shader</th>
<th>RGBx</th>
<th>Ours</th>
<th>Supersampling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bricks</td>
<td>0.0141 / 0.981 / 36.68</td>
<td>0.0097(68%) / 0.997 / 38.29</td>
<td>0.2985(21×) / 0.839 / 24.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gear</td>
<td>0.0173 / 0.986 / 38.90</td>
<td>0.0127(73%) / 0.998 / 39.86</td>
<td>0.2935(7×) / 0.880 / 24.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandelbrot</td>
<td>0.0235 / 0.973 / 36.07</td>
<td>0.0059(24%) / 0.986 / 38.55</td>
<td>0.3502(15×) / 0.746 / 23.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandel–bulb</td>
<td>0.0185 / 0.962 / 32.14</td>
<td>0.0118(63%) / 0.975 / 34.18</td>
<td>0.1580(8.5×) / 0.895 / 23.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceanic</td>
<td>0.0403 / 0.961 / 33.69</td>
<td>0.0339(84%) / 0.966 / 34.51</td>
<td>0.4314(11×) / 0.780 / 23.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trippy Heart</td>
<td>0.0696 / 0.856 / 26.30</td>
<td>0.0543(77%) / 0.886 / 27.27</td>
<td>0.2178(3.1×) / 0.767 / 22.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venice</td>
<td>0.0309 / 0.965 / 32.76</td>
<td>0.0242(78%) / 0.973 / 33.83</td>
<td>0.2893(0.4×) / 0.853 / 23.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9: Learning temporally coherent sequences for Trippy Heart with the same ground truth as in Figure 5. We report relative perceptual error compared to the RGBx baseline. Both RGBx (a) and ours (b) are the 90th frame of a synthesized temporally coherent sequence. Note how our method generalizes well to long sequences whereas the RGBx baseline presents obvious artifacts such as color residual from previous frames near the silhouette of the heart.

Appendix G: Branching and Loop Emulation

As discussed in Section 3.1, our compiler currently handles conditional execution by simply evaluating both branches and unrolls loops to its maximum possible iteration. Variable-length loops are handled using a user-given compile-time pragma specifying a ceiling on the possible number of loop iterations: it is common to have such ceilings on iteration counts in shader programs because of the need to maintain consistent shading performance. Values from unused iterations are replaced with the values from the final com-
computed iteration. We made these choices because they are much easier to implement in TensorFlow. However, in a practical application, shaders would typically be compiled to code that takes either branch or exits the loop early based on a termination condition. Therefore, we did an experiment to determine what would be have been the effect of handling branches and loops the traditional way. For branching, we simply wrote dummy values of zero to traces in the branch not taken. We applied such branch emulation to a shader called TextureMaps which—similar to aspects of Venice in Figure 1—uses a conditional statement to select a texture based on whether a ray has hit a plane. For loops, we wrote zero values to traces after the loop termination condition is met, and applied the emulation to Mandelbrot. In both cases we found that the emulation results that are visually and quantitatively identical to our compiler’s implementation.

Appendix I: Fluid Simulation

Although our method is beneficial in all the previously described experiments, we also find a null result for our second simulation example: a 2D fluid simulation. The state of the simulation on a 2D grid can be viewed as a 7D feature: 3D for RGB color of the fluid and 4D for internal states: velocity, density and vorticity. The simulation takes input of the 7 channel fluid state, solves the Navier-Stokes equation with a hard-coded external force to compute the new internal state, then applies color advection on image space to output the new 7D state. The color advection step controls the trade-off between how fast the fluid propagates and how accurate the simulation is. We ran the simulation with step size $\delta$ as ground truth. The learning task is to run the simulation at a coarser step $\delta$, and predict the intermediate states in between the 10 steps as if they were run at the fine scale simulation with step size $\delta$.

We use the same architecture as in Section 5.1 for this task and compare our method with an I/O baseline that takes the initial and output fluid states as learning features. While our method is marginally numerically better than the baseline (ours has 92% L2 error and 96% perceptual error compared to the baseline), the visual quality of the two methods is almost identical. We hypothesize that this learning task is not suitable for our method because it is relatively simple and lacks complicated hidden state: the neural network can easily approximate solving the Navier-Stokes equation given initial and output states. Additionally, because the fluid states change slowly even after 10 simulation steps, the network can easily hallucinate a reasonable correction using the initial state as a good starting point, therefore, the baseline features already suffice. In Figure 10 we show both the baseline and our method can reasonably approximate the reference with almost identical results.

Appendix J: Statistical Evidence for Subsampling Strategies

In this section, we provide statistical evidence for our findings when investigating trade-offs between different subsampling strategies and subsampling budgets described in Section 6.2. Our first null hypothesis makes the following assumption on the performance between Uniform and Oracle subsampling: the ratio of relative error between Uniform and Oracle ($\mu_0$) is less than or equal to 1. This hypothesis has a p-value of $p_0 = 7.2 \times 10^{-4}$. Similarly, we propose another null hypothesis regarding the performance between Opponent and Uniform subsampling: the ratio of relative error between Opponent and Uniform ($\mu_1$) is smaller than or equal to 1, which has a p-value $p_1 = 5.9 \times 10^{-3}$. If we choose a significance level of 0.05 and apply Bonferroni correction over the 2 hypotheses, we have both $p_0 < 0.025$ and $p_1 < 0.025$, indicating significant evidence that Oracle outperforms Uniform ($\mu_0 > 1$) and Uniform outperforms Opponent ($\mu_1 > 1$). These statistics are computed using all possible $N$ available for all 4 shaders: $N \in \{T/2, T/4, T/8, T/16\}$.